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Abstract- Physical remedy has a number of importance for the properly being and a better first-rate of residing for an affected person. One 

fundamental constituent of any affected person regime is the home-based workout that a affected person works on in a far comfy 

environment. In our assignment we have implemented to check and validate the physical activities performed with the aid of the affected 

person at home without the steerage or tracking by using other person the usage of our clever physiotherapy technology. Using Mem Sensor 

we would be deducting the x, y, or z axis based on the sufferers motion and also with the assist of Flex sensor we should deduct the 

remember based on diploma of bend. There would be a LCD Display which indicates degree upgradations based at the matter of sporting 

activities accomplished by way of the affected person .The reviews of the patient would be stored in cloud such the medical doctor ought 

to analyze. Through the Voice Playback we would have a recorded voice of the physiotherapist guiding the instructions or default commands 

being passed. The voice playback is about as according to the patients comfort. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The aim of this assignment is to analyze and broaden Internet of Things technology for packages in healthcare 

and physiotherapy. The assignment will look at strategies of sensing records from the frame via means apart from frame 

actions sensors, and increase revolutionary IoT-based totally communique technologies and algorithms to allow the 

sensors to communicate to the Internet and solve essential routing and connectivity issues. Over the last two a long 

time, the records-pushed suite of technologies dubbed the Internet of Things (IoT) has converted some industries and 

disrupted others, with increasingly sophisticated analytical skills fundamentally changing the approaches organizations 

serve clients. Health care providers have lagged behind different industries in adopting IoT innovations and the use of 

available client records to inform selection making, however the shift is taking vicinity.   

Works as a wearable tool - there have to be a manner to screen and report the actions of the affected person. 

This is for the therapist to check if the sporting activities are being finished efficaciously. Capturing the rate and angle 

of motion is likewise an effective manner to reveal the progress of the patient. The tool, if successful, also can display 

heart fee which can also be a trademark of affected person health. Connects to a cloud community - for the carrier to 

paintings each time and everywhere, it need to have the ability to connect with a cloud environment. The cloud server 

can retain all affected person documents that could then be accessed with the aid of the physicians and therapists. 

Remote video tracking - a live video feed displaying the affected person appearing their submit-fracture physical 

activities and may be used by the physiotherapist to carry commands. Reporting - the gadget should record all patient 

activities and progress. There have to be an option wherein a patient can file pain or determined abnormalities (e.g. a 
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bruise or a lump). 

 

II. STATUS OF CUREENT AVAILABLE SYSTEMS 

 

                        At the center is the patient’s involvement of their own care, through training, focus, empowerment and participation of 

their remedy. You can gain from physiotherapy at any time to your lifestyles. Physical remedy schooling consists of the therapist's 

proper use and combination of traditional tools and contemporary generation to enhance the affected person's motor capability. Based 

on the specific affected person's modern physical scenario and specific wishes, the physical therapist designs a program that makes use 

of one of a kind forms of system. The physical therapy assistant is usually requested to assist with the real remedy sessions with the 

patient. These are the traditional gadget which are utilized in bodily therapy: ramps, exercise balls, resistance exercise bands, posture 

Mirror.  

Limitations of Existing System: 

The main limitations of the existing system are 

  The remedy is usually done with the presence of the physiotherapist. 

 The manner of acquiring a history, acting a device evaluate, choosing and administering positive exams and measures to 

acquire information approximately the patient isn't always feasible. 

 Prognosis determining the level of choicest improvement that may be attained thru intervention isn't always feasible. 

 At instances the consequences of the physical therapy may not be accurate as the affected person would now not have 

the ability to complete his exercise because of excessive ache. 

 

III. USERS OF THE SYSTEM 

 

 Physiotherapist. 

 Patient. 
 

 

 
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Physical remedy has numerous significance for the nicely being and a higher first-class of living for an aged patient. One     

fundamental constituent of any patient regime is the house-based workout that a affected person works on in a miles comfy 

environment. Although the blessings are widely recognized, there is a massive lag among the physical activities prescribed by the 

therapists and those truly completed through the patient. There isn't any cost effective and non-complex strategies available to quantify 

the sports completed by using the affected person .In our challenge we've got implemented to check and validate the exercises 

completed with the aid of the patient at domestic with out the steerage or tracking by means of other man or woman the use of our 

clever physiotherapy technology. 

               Using  Mem Sensor we'd be deducting the x, y, or z axis primarily based at the sufferers movement and additionally with the 

assist of Flex sensor we may want to deduct the rely based on diploma of bend. There could be a LCD Display which shows degree up 

gradations based totally on the matter of sports completed through the patient .Through the Voice Playback we would have a recorded voice 

of the physiotherapist guiding the commands or default instructions being passed. Within this framework, records passes thru ranges enabled 

by way of precise technologies to create fee. An act is monitored with the aid of a sensor, which creates information. These technology 

save health structures money by using reducing readmission prices, reducing appointment no-indicates, and promoting adherence to care 

plans. 
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Fig.1.Block diagram 

                                                                                                      V.TECHNOLOGY TO BE USE 

 

PIC MICROCONTROLLER: 

                The microcontroller that has been used for this undertaking is from PIC collection. PIC microcontroller is the first RISC primarily 

based microcontroller fabricated in CMOS (complimentary metallic oxide semiconductor) that uses separate bus for education and statistics 

allowing simultaneous access of application and data memory. The foremost benefit of CMOS and RISC combination is low energy intake 

ensuing in a totally small chip length with a small pin matter. The primary gain of CMOS is that it has immunity to noise than other 

fabrication strategies. 

                                                                                           Fig.2.Pin Out Description               

 
LCD (LIQUID-CRYSTAL DISPLAY): 

            

       This Module has been designed around Nuvoton’s ISD1932 ChipCorder, the most recent unmarried- chip a couple of-message 

file/playback collection with twin operating modes (address trigger and direct cause) and wider working voltage range from 2.4V to five.5V. 

The sampling frequency can be decided on from 4 to twelve kHz thru an external resistor, which also determines the duration from 10.6 to 

32 seconds. The operating modes are address cause and direct trigger. While in cope with trigger mode, both document and playback 

operations are manipulated in step with the start cope with and give up cope with unique through the begin cope with and stop deal with 

pins. With the record or playback characteristic being pre-decided on, each message can be randomly accessed via its message manipulate 

pin. 
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Fig.3.LCD Display 

 

 

VOICE PLAYBACK MODULE: 

                This Module has been designed around Nuvoton’s ISD1932 ChipCorder, the most up-to-date single- chip more than one-message 

document/playback collection with dual working modes (address trigger and direct trigger) and wider working voltage range from 2.4V to 

five.5V. The sampling frequency can be decided on from 4 to twelve kHz via an external resistor, which additionally determines the period 

from 10.6 to 32 seconds. The  operating modes are address trigger and direct trigger. While in address cause mode, both document and 

playback operations are manipulated in line with the begin address and give up deal with unique via the begin deal with and cease cope 

with pins. With the record or playback characteristic being pre-decided on, each message can be randomly accessed through its message 

control pin. 

 

 

 
                    

 

 

Fig.4. Voice Playback Module 
 

 

 

BODYMOVEMENT SENSORS: 

 
           MEMS are low-price, and excessive accuracy inertial sensors and these are used to serve an in depth range of commercial packages. 

This sensor makes use of a chip-based technology namely micro-electro-mechanical-gadget. These sensors are used to come across in 

addition to degree the external stimulus like pressure, after that it responds to the pressure which is measured strain with the assist of some 

mechanical actions. The nice examples of this specially consist of revolving of a motor for compensating the stress alternate. 

 

 

     

                                                                                      Fig.5.Mem Sensor 
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 FLEX SENSOR: 

 
       A flex sensor or bend sensor is a sensor that measures the amount of deflection or bending. Usually, the sensor is stuck to the floor, 

and resistance of sensor element is varied by way of bending the surface. Since the resistance is without delay proportional to the amount 

of bend it is used as goniometer, and regularly called bendy potentiometer.Flex sensors are usually to be had in  sizes. One is 2.2 inch and 

another is 4.5 inch. Although the sizes are one of a kind the primary characteristic stays the equal. They also are divided based totally on 

resistance. There are LOW resistance, MEDIUM resistance and HIGH resistance kinds. Choose the correct type depending on requirement. 

Here we are going to speak about 2.2inch Flex sensor this is FS-L-0055. 

 

 

                                                                                       

 

                                                                                   Fig.6.Flex Sensor 

 

 

 

VI. IMPLEMENTATION 
                                                                                                   

 

 

 

 

 Fig.7.Stimulation Output 
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                                                                                                    VII.CONCLUSION 

 

            These preliminary findings recommend that a remote technique of assessing progress thru a physiotherapy programmer is now 
a sensible possibility. Additional studies is required to officially compare the charge of development and practical outcomes of this 

novel platform. Smart Physiotherapy might also offer a timely and fee powerful approach of treating patients via exploiting the hardware 

affected person's already personal, and figuring out their levels of regaining from the harm. 
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